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Abstract
Surface micromachined, electrostatically actuated microswitches have been developed at Northeastern
University. Microswitches with gold contacts typically have an initial contact resistance of the order of 0.1 Ω over
the first 105 cycles of lifetime while cold-switching 4 mA, and have a current handling capability of about 20 mA.
In general, the contact resistance decreases over the first few thousand switch cycles, and degrades progressively
when the switches are cycled beyond approximately 106 cycles. In this work, the microswitch contact resistance is
studied on the basis of a clean metal contact resistance model. Comparison of the measured contact resistance
(measured as a function of contact force) with the characteristics predicted by the model shows approximate
agreement. The discrepancies between the model characteristics and measurements are discussed briefly.
Keywords: microswitches; contact resistance.

I. Introduction
Electrostatically actuated micromechanical switches have been developed at Northeastern University, using a
simple microfabrication process [1]. Figure 1 is a schematic representation of a microswitch, and Figure 2 shows an
SEM micrograph of a fabricated device. In its simplest form, the microswitch is based on a double cantilever beam,
and has 3 electrical terminals, labeled source, gate and drain in Figures 1 and 2. Applying a voltage between the
gate and source terminals creates an electrostatic force between the gate electrode and the cantilever, and pulls the
beam down to create electrical contact between the drain and source terminals.
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Drain Gate
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Figure 2 SEM micrograph of a microswitch (the scale
bar corresponds to 10 microns). The fixed end of the
double cantilever beam is on the right. The source,
gate and drain electrodes (from right to left) are
visible underneath the beam.

Figure 1 Schematic of a microswitch. Application of a
voltage between the gate and source electrodes pulls the
cantilever beam down and closes the microswitch.

When the microswitch closes, contact between the beam and the drain electrode occurs through a pair of bumps
on the lower surface of the beam, near its free end. Figure 3 shows a detailed view of a contact bump on the bottom
of a beam that was flipped over with a probe.
Analysis and measurement of the performance of our microswitches has been reported earlier in [2] and [3]. The
minimum actuating gate-to-source voltage required to close a microswitch is typically 20-60 V, depending on the
device geometry. This is referred to as the threshold voltage in this paper.
Switches have been tested while being cycled in excess of 108 cycles. Testing is done in a nitrogen ambient, at
atmospheric pressure, with current being applied to the contacts during each cycle only when the switch is in a
closed position. The current through the switch is between 4 mA and 20 mA. Switches with gold-on-gold contacts
typically have an initial contact resistance between 0.5 - 5 Ω. Cycling the switches results in a reduction in the
contact resistance over the first 104 - 105 switching cycles, to less than 0.1 Ω (Figure 4). Beyond 105-107 cycles,
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Figure 3 SEM micrograph showing close-up of a
contact bump on a microswitch that was flipped
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Figure 4 Variation in contact resistance over first 106
switching cycles of 7 switches belonging to a single die.
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contact resistance is typically found to increase progressively. Switches eventually fail in one of two modes - they
either stay closed permanently, or their resistance increases progressively as they are cycled.
Microswitches with 2 contact bumps usually have a shortened lifetime if the current though the microswitch
exceeds 20mA. Current handling capability in excess of 150 mA has been obtained with switches with a larger
number of contacts.
In this paper, we present recent work on the modeling and measurement of the microswitch contact resistance.
We first describe a simple, clean-metal contact resistance model. We then present contact resistance measurement
data and compare experimental results with the model.

II. Contact Resistance Model
Modeling of the contact resistance can be broadly divided into 3 successive steps: determining the contact force
as a function of the applied gate voltage; determining the distribution and sizes of the areas in contact at the contact
interface, as a function of the contact force; and determining the contact resistance as a function of the distribution
and sizes of the areas in contact (this approach follows in part the modeling discussed by Beale and Pease in [4]).
Based on this approach, a contact resistance model is discussed in this section.

Contact Force
The contact force can be determined as a function of the gate voltage by modeling the microswitch as a beam
which is clamped at its fixed end, and simply supported at its free end. The Euler-Bernoulli beam equations are used
to determine the beam deflection and contact force boundary condition, assuming a certain distributed electrostatic
force acting on the beam. In turn, the new electrostatic force is determined as a function of the beam shape. The two
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Figure 5 Modeled variation of contact force with gate voltage for a typical microswitch geometry.
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steps are repeated iteratively, until the solution converges. A more detailed description is given in [5], and a similar
procedure for determining the threshold voltage is described in [2]. Figure 5 shows the modeled variation of contact
force with gate voltage for a typical microswitch geometry.

Contact Area
Determining the nature of the contact area at the interface necessitates a model of the surface profiles of the
contact bump and the drain electrode. In the switches considered in this discussion, the contact is gold-on-gold.
SEM micrographs of the contact bump surface, and SEM micrographs and STM scans of the drain electrode surface
indicate that the contact bump is significantly rougher than the drain electrode. The drain electrode is assumed,
therefore, to be a flat surface. The SEM micrograph of a contact bump shown in Figure 3 suggests that the
contacting asperities on the surface of the contact bumps have tip radii of 50-200 nm, and that a few asperities, or at
most tens of asperities, will make contact. A rigorous modeling of the surface profile of the contact would require
an accurate surface profile of the contact bump. However, it is instructive to study the contact resistance
characteristics on the basis of some simple surface profile models. Accordingly, we consider 3 different surface
profiles: profile A consists of a single spherical asperity with of radius 100 nm; profile B consists of 5 identical
asperities of radius 100 nm, whose heights vary over a range of 80nm; profile C consists of 50 identical asperities of
radius 100 nm, with heights varying over a range of 80nm. It has been reported in the literature that thin films, in
general, have higher values of hardness than the corresponding bulk material. We use a value of 2 GPa for the
hardness of gold, as reported in [6].
Contact between the contact bump and the drain is modeled as follows. When the contact bump is pressed
against the surface of the drain electrode with a certain contact force, the asperities on the contact bump deform,
forming circular contact spots. The number of contact spots and their sizes can be determined on the basis of the
elastic-plastic model for contact of a rough surface with a flat plane, proposed by Chang, Etsion and Bogy [7]. This
model is a refinement of the well-known "asperity based model" introduced by Greenwood and Williamson [8], in
which the rough surface is represented by a collection of spherical asperities with identical end radii, whose heights
have a statistical distribution. The asperities are assumed to be independent of each other, that is, the load on one
asperity does not affect the deformation of another. The area of contact for each asperity in the GreenwoodWilliamson model is calculated from the Hertz theory of elastic deformation, even though at a particular contact
force the loads on some of the asperities may have exceeded the elastic limit so that the asperities deform plastically.
The model proposed by Chang, et al. calculates the deformation of a plastically deformed asperity on the basis of
volume conservation of a certain control volume of the asperity. In the following paragraphs, we briefly explain the
equations governing the above model.
Let the moduli of elasticity of the contacting surfaces be denoted by E1 and E2, respectively, and their Poisson's
ratios by ν1 and ν2 respectively. The effective modulus of elasticity is defined as
1 1 − ν 12 1 − ν 22
.
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+
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Figure 6 Modeled variation of contact radii with contact force for the single asperity of surface profile A
(6a), for each of the 5 asperities of surface profile B (6b), and for 4 of the 50 asperities of surface profile C
(6c).

For an elastically deformed asperity, the radius of the contact spot, r, is related to the force on the asperity, F, as
r =(

3FRt 1/ 3 ,
)
4E'

(2)

where Rt denotes the end radius of curvature of the asperity. Also, the contact radius r is related to the vertical
deformation of the asperity, α, as
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r = Rtα .

(3)

The onset of plastic yielding is assumed to occur when the maximum pressure at the contact interface exceeds 0.6
H, where H is hardness of the contacting material. The vertical deformation of the asperity at this point is given by

αc = (

0.3πH 2
) Rt .
E'

(4)

In the plastic region, the average pressure on an asperity is assumed to be 0.6 H, so that the contact force on the
asperity is

F = 0.6πHr 2 .

(5)

The contact radius is determined in terms of the vertical deformation α by invoking conservation of volume of the
deformed asperity:

r = Rtα (2 −

αc
),
α

α > αc .

(6)

Hence, for a given vertical deformation, the force on each asperity as well as the radius of the corresponding contact
spot can be determined.
Now consider a rough surface with N asperities, each with an end radius of curvature Rt , and heights z1 > z2 > … >
zN. Let the separation between the reference planes be d for a given contact force F, such that zn > d > zn+1. Then

asperities 1,2,...,n come into contact. The vertical deformation of asperity i is given by

α i = zi − d .

(7)

For a given separation between the reference planes, the force on each asperity, and the radius of each of the
corresponding contact spots can be obtained using the previously stated equations. Figure 6 shows the variation of
contact radii with the contact force for the single asperity of surface profile A, for all the asperities of surface
profile B, and for 4 of the 50 asperities of surface profile C. The discontinuity occurring at approximately 10-7 N in
the characteristic of Figure 6a, and in the characteristic corresponding to the tallest asperity in 6b and 6c,
corresponds to the transition region from elastic to plastic deformation. Each of the shorter asperities too deforms
elastically when it first comes into contact, but the discontinuity in the transition from elastic to plastic deformation
is not visible on a logarithmic force scale.

Contact Resistance
The remaining step is to determine the contact resistance, given a certain number of contact spots of known
radii. We first consider the contact resistance of a single spot of a given radius r, separating 2 semi-infinite bodies of
resistivity ρ. If the radius r is small compared to the electron mean free path length le of the material, the resistance
of the contact spot is dominated by the Sharvin mechanism [9], in which electrons are projected ballistically through
the contact spot without being scattered. In this case,
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Figure 7 Variation of the interpolation parameter ν
(used in equation 10) with the Knudsen ratio le/r
R=

Figure 8 Modeled contact resistance vs contact
force characteristics.

4 ρle .
3πr 2

(8)

On the other hand, if the radius is much larger than the mean free path length, the resistance is dominated a diffuse
scattering mechanism, and is given by the Maxwell spreading resistance formula[10]:
R=

ρ
2r

(9)

.

Wexler [11] has given a solution of the Boltzmann equation, using the variational principle for resistance of a
circular contact spot separating semi-infinite bodies. This results in a simple interpolation formula which can
account for the transition between the Maxwell and Sharvin regimes.
R=

4 ρl e
ρ
+ ν (le / r )
3πr 2
2r

(10)

ν is a slowly varying function of the ratio le/r (Figure 7), with ν(0)=1, and ν(∞)=0.694.
In general, multiple asperities come into contact, resulting in multiple contact spots of varying sizes. The
effective contact resistance arising from the contact spots depends on the radii of the spots (given by the contact
area model discussed previously) and the distribution of the spots on the contact surface. A lower bound can be
obtained on the contact resistance by assuming that contact spots are independent and conduct in parallel (this is
equivalent to the exact solution when the radii of the contact spots are small compared to the separation between the
spots). Denoting the contact resistance of spot i as Ri,
1 / Rlb = ∑1 / Ri

(11)

i

An upper bound can be obtained on the contact resistance by computing the resistance of a circular spot of
radius reff, and of area equal to the total area of all the individual contact spots combined. This upper bound is
equivalent to the exact solution when all the conducting spots become large enough to merge into a single
conducting spot.
R=

4 ρl e
ρ
+ ν (le / r )
2
2reff
3πreff
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Figure 9 Microswitch geometry used to measure contact
resistance. Current (represented by the broken lines) is
forced between one pair of source and drain terminals, and
the other pair of source and drain terminals is used to
measure the voltage across the contact. The contact bump
on the lower surface of the beam is not visible in this
micrograph.
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Table 1 Comparison of contact resistance obtained
by a Poisson’s equation finite element simulation of
the microswitch contact geometry shown in Figure
9, with the Maxwell model contact resistance of an
idealized geometry consisting of 2 semi-infinite
contact bodies separated by a circular contact spot.

With the models described above, it is possible to determine the upper and lower bounds of contact resistance as
a function of the contact force. Figure 8 shows the variation of contact resistance with contact force for the surface
profiles A B, and C. All the contact resistance characteristics are identical at a low contact force, when only a single
asperity is in contact. The bounds become progressively looser as the resistance decreases, and as the number of
asperities in contact increases. Figure 9 also shows measured contact resistance characteristics for comparison.
These are discussed in the next section.

III. Measurements
Contact resistance was measured using a modification of the microswitch geometry described earlier. The
microswitch structure used to measure contact resistance (shown in Figure 9) has an extra pair of terminals which
allow the voltage across the contact to be measured. The question arises whether the idealization of semi-infinite
contact members is applicable to the microswitch geometry, since the beam is 5-7 microns thick, and the contact pad
on the substrate is only 0.2 micron in thickness. A finite element program solving Poisson’s equation was used to
simulate the contact resistance of the switch geometry of Figure 9, assuming a single contact spot of a certain radius.
Table 1 shows the contact resistance given by the finite element simulation, compared with the Maxwell contact
resistance for the corresponding idealized geometry. The idealization appears to be quite reasonable over the range
of contact radii of interest.

The contact resistance measurement was carried out in a nitrogen ambient, with a current of 4 mA passing
through the contact. Figure 10a) shows the initial contact resistance of a group of nine microswitches, measured
while the gate-to-source voltage was increased in steps. There is a substantial variation in measured contact
resistance over the group, approximately between 70 mΩ and 10 Ω. As mentioned earlier and seen in Figure 4, the
microswitch contact resistance generally decreases from the initial value as the switch is cycled. Figure 10b) shows
the contact resistance characteristics of the same group of switches as in 10a), after they have been cycled 300
times. Most of the switches now have a significantly smaller contact resistance - the decrease in resistance with the
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number of switching cycles is evidently more abrupt than seen in Figure 4, possibly because these switches were
subject to a higher contact force. The sample-to-sample variation in contact resistance is also much smaller than in
10a), with the contact resistance of 7 of the 9 switches varying between approximately 30 mΩ and 70 mΩ. The
predicted contact resistance versus force characteristics from Figure 9 are re-plotted in Figures 10a) and 10b) for
comparison. The contact resistance characteristics during the first switch cycle, shown in Figure 10b), are in most
cases 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than the predicted characteristics. The decrease in contact resistance as
switches are cycled suggests that much of this discrepancy is due to an initial insulating film at the interface.
Comparison of the measured contact resistance characteristics after 300 switch cycles (Figure 10b) with the model
shows that at small contact forces, the measured contact resistance is significantly smaller and less sensitive to the
contact force than the model predicts; there is better agreement between the measured and predicted characteristics
at higher contact forces. This may be partly explained by the fact that the contact surfaces deform plastically, so that
the contact area defined by plastic deformation during a switch cycle determines the contact resistance at small
contact forces during the next switch cycle.
It should also be noted that adhesive forces at the contact interface have not been taken into account in the
model, and there is some evidence that these forces may be significant. The turn-off voltage (the gate-to-source
voltage at which a microswitch just turns off) was measured for a group of devices, at periodic intervals as they
were cycled. The contact resistance of the microswitches was also measured at the same intervals. Figure 11 shows
the turn-off voltage plotted as a function of the contact resistance (the variation of contact resistance with switch
cycles for the same group of switches is seen in Figure 4). When the contact resistance is relatively high, the
microswitches turn off at nearly the same voltage at which they turn on (55 - 60 V). However, when the contact
resistance is small - in the relatively stable portion of the resistance versus lifetime characteristics of Figure 4 - the
turn-off voltage is much smaller - 20-30 V - indicating the existence of adhesive forces which tend to hold the
switches closed. It is well known that electrostatically actuated cantilevers are electromechanically hysteretic - the
voltage required to pull the cantilever down to a closed position is higher than the voltage at which it opens [1].
However, the variability of the turn-off voltage indicates that this effect is not responsible for the observed
hysteresis. Modeling of the turn-off voltage, using the Euler-Bernoulli beam model used to calculate the contact
force [5], and modeling of the threshold voltage using the same beam equations [2], predicts a difference of less
than 2V between threshold and turn-off voltage for typical switch dimensions.
There are other possible sources of deviation of the measured characteristics from the model. The initial
decrease in contact resistance as the switch is cycled (Figure 4) suggests the possibility of insulating films existing
at the contact interface, at least initially. Also, the hardness of the contact surfaces is assumed to be 2 GPa in the
model, and is not experimentally determined. If the actual hardness is significantly different, this would be partly
responsible for discrepancy between the measurement and the model.
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Figure 11 Measured turn-off voltage of a group of 7
microswitches; each device was cycled 106 times, and
its contact resistance and turn-off voltage was
measured at intervals while cycling. The measured
turn-off voltage is plotted as a function of contact
resistance (Figure 4 shows the contact resistance
plotted as a function of switch cycles for the same
group of microswitches).
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Figure 10 Measured contact resistance characteristics of a
group of 9 switches belonging to a single die, with modeled
characteristics shown on the same graph for comparison: a)
initial contact resistance; b) contact resistance after 300
switch cycles.

IV. Conclusions
Contact resistance characteristics of an electrostatically actuated microswitch have been studied on the basis of a
clean-metal model. An initial, gradual decrease in the contact resistance is observed as the switch is cycled, possibly
due to insulating films at the contact interface.. The measured contact resistance after this initial decrease has fairly
good agreement with the modeled characteristics. At low contact forces, the measured contact resistance is smaller
and less sensitive to the contact force than is predicted by the model. Factors contributing to this discrepancy may
include plastic deformation of the contact surfaces during earlier switch cycles, and adhesive forces at the contact
interface. The existence of adhesive forces is supported by measurements showing that when the contact resistance
is low, the turn-off voltage is much smaller than the threshold voltage of the switch. The surface hardness value
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used in the model has not been verified experimentally, and this too may contribute to some of the observed
discrepancy.
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